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“More than ever, educators are 
expected to make decisions that 
guarantee quality instruction. As 
knowledge emerges, so do 
philosophies, opinions, and 
rhetoric about definitions of 
instructional excellence. From 
policy makers to classroom 
teachers, educators need ways to 
separate misinformation from 
genuine knowledge and to 
distinguish scientific research 
from poorly supported claims.”
https://www.adlit.org/topics/policy-legislation-initiatives/what-scientifically-
based-research-guide-teachers
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Teaching Decisions

You have to make thousands of teaching decisions each day. 
What guides you?
• Beliefs
• What worked in the past
• What you observe others doing
• What you are told to do; What someone you trust tells you to do
• What you like or prefer
• Research
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Types of publications

• Blog
• Opinion piece, descriptive summary
• Secondary literature
• Books
• Research review or literature review
• Meta analysis

• Primary literature
• Research article
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“The best solution to the problem of reading failure is to allocate resources 
for early intervention and prevention.” (Torgesen, 1998)
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Torgesen, J. K. (1998). Cath them before they fall: 
Identification and assessment to prevent reading 
failure in young children. American Educator, 
22(1&2) 32-39.

Typically, instruction for children who are at risk of reading failure must be 
more explicit, more comprehensive, more supportive, and more intensive 
than reading instruction required by average readers (Foorman & Torgesen, 
2001; Snow, Burns, & Griffin, 1998).
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Foorman, B. R., & Torgesen, J. (2001). Critical elements of classroom and 
small-group instruction promote reading success in all children. Learning 
Disabilities Research & Practice, 16(4), 203-212.
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• Abstract
• Literature Review
• Research Questions
• Methods

• Subjects
• Setting
• Procedures

• Design
• Results
• Limitations
• Discussion
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• Journal with editorial board
• Submission guidelines
• Peer-review process

Components of a Research Journal Article



Quality indicators

• Replicability – detailed description of procedures so someone else can 
reproduce the study and see if they get the same results
• Generalizability – students and setting in the study need to be enough like 

yours/most
• Treatment integrity – measurement of implementing the treatment
• Reliable and valid assessments and measurements
• Experimental and control groups
• Random assignment
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• Professional Journals 
• Ask the first author to send you a PDF
• Books, IES Practice Guides, Reports from National Centers  (Iowa, FCRR, 

REL)
• Online Resources

• Podcasts – Glean Research to Practice, Education Research Reading Room
• International Dyslexia Association Membership
• University Databases
• Phone a Friend (SLP, School Psych, friendly neighborhood professor)

Where to Find Research
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Summary and next steps

• Commit to learning more about the science of reading
• Download the Defining Guide, read it, use it and share it
• Commit to an action this week

1. Reflect on your instruction
2. Evaluate your instructional materials
3. Talk to your coworker
4. Write to your college or university
5. Call your elected official
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Resources
Science of Reading Defining Guide
https://www.thereadingleague.org/what-is-the-science-of-reading/

Tracy Wheedon Reading the Preamble to the Defining Guide
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=70sAvpUFHGw

How The Brain Learns to Read
http://bit.ly/HowtheBrainLearnstoRead

Stephanie Stollar Consulting Blog on Maintaining a Scientific Community
https://www.readingscienceacademy.com/blog29

Stephanie A. Stollar, Ph.D.

stephaniestollar@gmail.com
www.readingscienceacademy.com/

Facebook -- Stephanie Stollar Consulting
Instagram -- readingscienceacademy

Twitter -- @sstollar6
LinkedIn – Stephanie Stollar

YouTube – Reading Science Academy


